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Introduction

Certainty in uncertainty
or many jurisdictions the past year has brought about
uncertainty and instability on a scale previously unseen. The
result of the UK’s EU referendum caused global shock, but it is time
to move on and evaluate how best to deal with the fallout. Although,
this may be easier said than done for some jurisdictions.
In recent months the prospective date of invoking Article 50 of the
Lisbon Treaty has been outlined by the UK prime minister. For many,
the end of March 2017 cannot come soon enough as the current
period of ‘wait and see’ slows business, however, for others the delay
is giving time to lay the groundwork to deal effectively with every
possible scenario.
Due to its integral relationship with egaming, technology and
innovation feature throughout the report. The continuing boom of
esports, the growth of daily fantasy sports and the development of
VR and AR technologies are asking new questions of jurisdictions, of
which some are taking the lead.
It’s said major change normally brings new opportunities. So
while this year’s EGR Intel Jurisdiction Report is delivered at a time
of increasing global unpredictability, through detailed analysis and
expert perspective our aim is that these pages explore the range of
prospects available in the industry.
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ISLE OF MAN.
WHERE YOU CAN
FIND A WINNING
BASE FOR YOUR
E-GAMING
BUSINESS

The Isle of Man is home to many of
the world’s leading gaming brands and
software developers, which is no surprise
when you consider that the Island offers:
• Government support and commitment to the
gaming sector
• Double Duty Relief for eligible EU States
• Home to industry leaders
• Unparalleled Player Protection
• Fast licensing process
• Low Duty based on Retained Proﬁt and/or Net
Gaming Yield
• Low cost operating base
• World-class resilient Data Comms infrastructure
• Experienced cluster of expert service providers
• An unbeatable combination of reputation,
quality and experience

Mark Robson, Head of e-Gaming
Tel: + 44 (0)1624 682365
Email: mark.robson@gov.im
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O

ne year on and another jurisdictional report…
it’s quite natural to look introspectively at the
thoughts and predictions of last year to measure
their accuracy or indeed if any came to fruition.
Continuing M&A activity
One of the main themes across the industry last
year was that of merger and acquisition activity
– this year is no diﬀerent. At the beginning of
the year, Paddy Power and Betfair completed
their €9bn merger creating a giant in the online
gaming market; while any day now, we expect to
see Ladbrokes and Gala Coral consummate their
deal. This time last year, 888 and GVC Holdings
were vying for the hand of bwin.party with the
latter coming out on top earlier this year to tie up
the deal. 888 was again unsuccessful recently when
it teamed up with Rank Group to acquire William
Hill but their advances were spurned. I think we
would all agree that this is not the end of the M&A
activity with some actively looking for opportunities,
be it to enter into new geographical markets,
player acquisition, acquire new technological
advancements or to shorten the development cycle
of building in-house.
The UK and Brexit
The UK was in the headlines last year as a result of
the considerations of the Point of Consumption
Tax which was introduced at the end of 2014. That
seems to pale into insigniﬁcance now given the
result of the UK European Union membership
referendum which took place in June of this year.
The referendum, more commonly known as the
Brexit referendum, shocked many observers when it
resulted in a majority decision to leave the EU. For
the gambling industry it has particular signiﬁcance.
Three months on and there are still very few who
understand all the implications for the sector.

While it has been argued that there will be limited
overall impact, there are signiﬁcant challenges for
some jurisdictions, Gibraltar being one of those.
The potential issues for Gibraltar operators stretch
beyond ensuring that they are compliant when
addressing their EU business, they have the very real
issues surrounding the border with Spain, leading
to diﬃculties with movement of labour and goods.
This has led many, if not all, to consider worstcase scenarios and to plan and build structures to
minimise disruption wherever possible. The one
good aspect to all of this is that the delay by the
government in invoking Article 50 is giving everyone
some time. The gut instinct tells me that there may
be a few twists and turns before this is all settled and
the entrepreneurial spirit within Gibraltar will have
some impact in the end.
“Grey becomes black and white”
The title of this paragraph gives a clue to my musical
leanings as a teenager but it came to mind as I
thought about an interesting and more prevalent
development in the sector over the past couple
of years; that of the involvement of regulators
when it comes to the suitability of licensees as
determined by their interest in markets outside
of their particular control. It wasn’t that long ago
when it was simple, the world was one homogenous
market, one colour… you could serve everything with
one infrastructure sitting in a reliable data centre
with disaster recovery in another, if you were very
advanced. With the incessant and unstoppable move
towards regulation worldwide, jurisdictions are
declaring their colours as to whether they are black
or white but regulators are increasingly looking at
the level to which their licensees have previously
or may currently be conducting business in black
markets. Companies in the UK applying for a licence
have had to declare their business interest in all
markets over a certain level; the Division of Gaming
Enforcement in New Jersey has gone as far as
trying to decipher between grey and black markets;
California has hinted at levels of suitability based
upon historical activity in the US market and most
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US Market – another year on
Another year on and very little movement in the
quest to regulate the US, however, the fact that an
event hasn’t happened only makes it more likely
that it will in the future! This time last year we
were talking about the possibility of another state
emerging. The latest betting is on Pennsylvania to
open up next but it is improbable that anything
will happen before the highly anticipated elections
in November. Other states listed as having the
potential to open up include Michigan, New York
and California, however predicting timeframes
would be futile at this juncture. There is no doubt
that the number of interested parties are extensive
and will contribute to the lengthy process. When
one considers other open and regulated markets
where all gaming is regulated including poker,
casino and sports betting, it takes some foresight
to ever see this happening in US states given the
myriad stakeholders.
However, a lot of work to date has been done in a
few states. In New Jersey in particular, other states
would do well to consider the extensive work they
have put in and the experience gained. As a ﬁnal
note on the US, I will refer back to a point made last
year… it is very important that regulating states are
pragmatic when it comes to the siting of servers
and other factors such as taxation. As a case in
point, ARJEL in France has just announced that its
licensed online betting operators have incurred a
collective loss of €5m last year! This is in a country
of 66 million people and where sports betting
increased last year by 30% to a record €1.4bn.
Having to place infrastructure in individual states
adds unnecessary costs on operators while also
limiting competition and preventing economies of
scale.
Virtual, fantasy and reality
In the absence of substantial real-money gaming
and betting market options in some markets, there
has been a signiﬁcant rise in the development of
a number of gaming/gambling oﬀerings such as
social gaming, fantasy sports, esports, virtual and
augmented reality. While traditional gambling
products have taxed the minds of regulators across
the globe for many years, these new oﬀerings are

likely to cause much consternation among this
group going forward. Oﬀerings and products in this
space are so rich and complex that the demarcation
lines between gaming and gambling are not so
clear any more. We have the question of digital
and other forms of currencies and whether their
use constitutes gambling, a trend that is likely to
continue and will likely need to be regulated. The
rise of esports has been quite phenomenal, and
I do have to admit that it is diﬃcult for me to get
my head around this one… not being a millennial
probably doesn’t help! But the growth in the sector
has given rise to large increases in gambling, thus
putting the sector in the crosshairs. After a very
rocky period in the world of fantasy sports, there
seems to be some semblance of normality coming
back to the sector. At this point in time, seven US
states have passed daily fantasy sports bills with
many more proposing some form of regulation.
Finally, the advent of Pokémon GO has catapulted
the topic of augmented reality into the spotlight.
The sector is still in its infancy, the technology is
developing but the customer experience possibilities
are exciting, suﬃce it to say that it will be another
area that will require consideration in terms of
regulation.

There will undoubtedly be further
developments within Africa and South
America – both are generating a good
level of focus this year
Nick Nally | Continent 8 Technologies

And so to wrap up with some summary
predictions for the coming year. Jurisdictionally,
there will undoubtedly be further developments
within Africa and South America – both are
generating a good level of focus this year. The
markets throughout Asia are ever-developing, and
while I’m sure there will be more twists and turns to
come we are already reaching a new level of clarity
on the opportunities.
From a technology point of view, further
advancements in cyber-security defences will be
required to combat ‘deeper’ attack capabilities and
larger global data leaks are inevitable. There will be
faster loading and more immersive games, faster
mobiles released to play them on with more AR and
VR development aplenty…. Oh, and not forgetting, a
new president of the United States. X

Featuring: Continent 8 Technologies

recently, PAGCOR in the Philippines, in its move to
introduce licensing for foreign-based operators has
referred to black markets in Asia. Ultimately, this
points to highly regulated markets with little room
for oﬀenders.
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Isle of Man’s Department of Economic
Development, outlines the key areas
of current and future growth within the
industry

T

his year has been crucial for the global egaming
sector as it continues to evolve in a changing
technological and regulatory environment. As we
move into 2017, we take a look at the key trends
which have been shaping our industry in very
distinctive ways.
Use of immersive technologies – augmented and
virtual reality
From industry events to informal conversations,
there is no doubt that the use of immersive
technologies has been one of the most talked about
themes this year. Augmented and virtual reality is
making egaming more real for the players, further
enhancing its appeal.
With specially equipped eyewear, video and sound
and virtual images, players can enjoy the experience
of being in a casino from their homes. Oculus Rift’s
virtual reality oﬀering that assists online gamers to
experience the full casino eﬀect is just one example.
Some of the exciting VR software products include
3D gaming technology, VR headsets, VR online
casinos, VR mobile apps and VR glasses.
Although there are currently barriers such as
high cost and limited software, the long-term
eﬀectiveness and appeal of augmented and virtual
reality will win out. We expect the egaming industry
to further embrace these technologies as it has
always been an early adopter.
The Isle of Man is a ﬁrst-mover in supporting
innovative technologies. It is home to companies
like Microgaming and Playfusion which have been
exploring the synergy of immersive technologies
with egaming. For example, at this year’s ICE Expo,
Microgaming used the Oculus VR DK2 headset
and leap motion hand-tracking system to provide

players with an experience of a virtual roulette table,
complete with a robot croupier.
Continued growth of esports
Esports has transformed the way competitive games
are played and viewed. According to Newzoo’s latest
quarterly update on the industry, the revenues for
2016 will grow towards a projected $493m (£371.5m)
in 2016. This is up a signiﬁcant 7% from the $463m
(£348.8m) projected at the beginning of the year.
Tournament prize pools have increased
exponentially and this is a further indicator of
the continued rise of esports. The 2016 Dota 2
International competition saw 16 teams (consisting
of 80 players) battling for more than $20m in prize
money. Smaller prizes include Call of Duty XP
Championship and ELEAGUE Season 1, a CounterStrike: Global Oﬀensive competition, which range
from a $1.4-$2m cash prize.
What have been the key drivers for the sector’s
growth? The increased involvement of game
publishers has been vital in terms of attracting the
audience and maintaining awareness. Publishers are
adding an esports element to compete with other
games, and to increase the longevity of each title
they release.
The growing interest from media companies is
another factor which has contributed in esports’
transition into mainstream entertainment. These
ﬁrms are bringing together gaming and television
to target the “millennials”, a valuable demographic.
For example, in June this year, the UK’s ﬁrst 24-hour
esports channel, Ginx eSports TV, launched on Sky
and Virgin Media. We expect further announcements
like this in the future, as broadcasters will want
to tap into the global audience of esports viewers.
Mainstream TV exposure will bolster the already
established esports ecosystem.
Although venture capitalists have historically been
very cautious about investing in games, they are
now changing their approach and are excited about
esports. This has been driven by the sector’s global
popularity. The venture capitalists are spotting
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investment opportunities in businesses that create
esports platforms, as well as in team ownership and
advertising.
The Isle of Man identiﬁed esports as one of
the key growth areas and has been licensing high
quality sites for more than two years, including
industry leader UNIKRN. We think that the sector
is in a very strong position and is primed for
continued exponential growth.
8

From industry events to informal
conversations, there is no doubt that
the use of immersive technologies has
been one of the most talked about
themes this year
Jonathan Mills | Isle of Man’s Department of
Economic Development

Changing world of daily fantasy sports
Following a meteoric rise over the last few years,
2016 saw the daily fantasy sports (DFS) sector
undergo changes as major companies began
operating diﬀerently. For example, when a player
logs onto the DraftKings website and before they
even get to the main page, there is an option to
invite friends. This is part of the new emphasis on
levelling the playing ﬁeld and being able to play
against only beginners.
The changes in DFS have been a result of various
inter-related factors such as: regulatory and legal
scrutiny in the US, scepticism from venture capital
investors on how these concerns will play out and

the need for sites to operate cost-eﬀectively.
Whether DFS will gain traction globally is still
open to debate, but the coming year will continue
to see changes in business models, which could
lead to new opportunities. For example, the two
biggest DFS companies FanDuel and DraftKings are
experimenting with their nascent custom advertising
businesses, opening up a potentially new line of
business.
Moving on, the Isle of Man has an extremely
robust regulatory framework and has been
welcoming high-quality DFS businesses, like
Mondogoal, which have been licensed in the Island
for over two years. Recently, DFS company Sporaga
has been granted a licence to develop their company
operations on the Isle of Man.
Conclusion
The Isle of Man has a rich egaming heritage and
a highly supportive ecosystem for companies.
Established over 15 years ago, egaming is now the
biggest GDP contributing sector on the Island,
representing 16.7% of the economy and growing
by 32% in just one year - £168m in real terms. We
expect to see this growth to continue into the next
year, with new licensees relocating to the Island and
the expansion of existing companies.
Globally, we expect 2017 to be another pivotal year
for the egaming industry as it continues to adapt to
disruptive technologies, new business models, and
an ever-shifting regulatory landscape. The pace of
change in egaming never seems to wane, so there
will be a new set of challenges and opportunities.
We can be certain that the coming year will be very
exciting! X
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Tumbling down
the rabbit hole
Phil Adcock, director at Domicilium (IOM)
Limited, explores how Brexit fallout will
impact the industry

I

n June, what felt like a raging battle cry from
the Queen of Hearts, was the decision from the
people of Britain when they voted that the United
Kingdom was to withdraw from the European
Union.
Prime minister Theresa May has recently
announced that the British government will invoke
Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty by the end of March
2017. The exit negotiations are likely to take up
to two years bringing a conclusion to its 46-year
partnership with the EU in the summer of 2019.
Like a Mad Hatters tea party, the level of
uncertainty is now at an all-time high. However,
whether it’s political or economic, this phenomenon
is certainly not unique to the UK. This instability is
rippling on a global scale and has forced businesses
to review their position within this unpredictable
landscape.
Now is the time to look forward, so buckle up
and hold on tight, because we’re jumping headﬁrst
down the rabbit hole and we have no idea what’s on
the other side.
Us
We are based on the Isle of Man and are every
inch a worldwide organisation. With clients in 35
jurisdictions, we have a presence in Europe, Asia,
Latin America, both coasts of the USA, Canada and
many more locations. Most of our customers are
multinational corporations requiring complex, highvalue solutions and our business is built around
facilitating these needs.
We have seen an increase in enquiries for our
disaster recovery services. This increase has been
steadily rising over the last couple of months as
gaming operators review their current business
continuity strategy. Of course, there are jurisdictions

where one could anticipate an increase in demand
following the Brexit vote but a number of these
enquiries are coming from unexpected jurisdictions
and may be attributable to people refreshing their
DR provision in a climate of political and economic
uncertainty. From a Domicilium perspective DR
queries have risen 16% in a two-month period.
The Isle of Man remains the popular location
for deployment of a range of businesses from the
ﬁnance sector to high volume e-business platforms.
Home to the oldest continuous government in the
world, the island is a low risk jurisdiction that is
politically stable.
We have high capacity resilient communications,
located between Great Britain and Ireland we are
a relay station for multi terabyte high-grade ﬁbre.
We host two rings and ﬁve separate routes and the
island has never been cut oﬀ from data access to the
world.
The Isle of Man has always featured a business
friendly tax-eﬃcient structure but what sets
us apart is that we have the space, capability,
staﬀ and facilities to operate the world’s largest
gaming operators. These beneﬁts coupled with
an abundance of locally generated power make it
among the most attractive locations for DR and high
volume online trading platforms.
Shedding light on uncertainty
Uncertainty seems to be the general consensus but
it is nothing new to us. It is because of uncertainty
whether it is political, economical, environmental or
geological that we plan for the unexpected and that
is why we provide bespoke disaster recovery services
for our partners.
We have recently turned 25-years-old and are one
of the most experienced egaming hosting providers
in the world. Domicilium operates an award-winning
next generation hosting facility, one of the ﬁrst of
its kind in Europe. The facility is situated in a semirural location close to Castletown in the south of the
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island. We host more Isle of Man egaming licence
holders than all of our competitors put together.
Many businesses outline a need for emergency
oﬃce space as part of their DR platform.
Domicilium can provide DR suites that can host
staﬀ in the event of a crisis or connect businesses to
their preferred oﬃce space.
We forecast that this will only gain momentum
as the UK edges closer and closer to leaving the
European Union.
We are able to do this because of forwardthinking regulation put in place by the Manx
government which means an operator is not
required to take a gaming licence to run disaster
recovery infrastructure. Our company, Domicilium,
is licensed by the Isle of Man government to provide
these services and as long as an operator is licensed
in another regulated jurisdiction then the process is
easy and straightforward.
What we have to do right now is to look forward.
The truth is, the UK’s exit from the EU is not going
to be plain sailing but when that time comes
the Island will remain an attractive prospect for
international businesses. It oﬀers operators an
unbeatable proposition of 0% corporation tax, low
duty, stability and world-class telecommunications
infrastructure. The Isle of Man government’s
commitment to attracting online business is
demonstrated by an ongoing restructuring of legal
and taxation frameworks which has attracted worldclass operators.
We expect there to be no signiﬁcant changes on
the Isle of Man. Our relationship with the EU is
unlikely to be aﬀected by Brexit and we believe it
only increases the attractiveness of the Isle of Man
to companies.
Things change
So what is the message from this article?
To quote Lewis Carroll, “it’s no use going back to
yesterday, because I was a diﬀerent person then.”
We have to look forward and adapt to the
changing landscape, whatever that may be. For
the time being it’s business as usual, but if you are
reviewing your business continuity then the Isle of
Man should be on your radar. So come and visit. X
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We have seen an increase in enquiries for
our disaster recovery services
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The Maltese gaming
regulation evolution
Samuel Gauci of WH Partners speaks to
EGR Intel about the regulation of fantasy
sports games and skill games in Malta

M

alta is in the process of reviewing and taking
its legal framework to the next level following
the success of the last ten years. This overhaul is
being done to ensure that the legislative framework
available to operators in Malta caters for the needs
of this innovative and fast paced industry while
retaining the key objectives of keeping the industry
free from crime, ensuring the fairness of games and
the protection of players at the centre of the legal
set-up.
While work is progressing on the legal overhaul,
Malta has already taken positive steps to regulate
skill games with prize commencing with the
introduction of an exemption for fantasy sports
operators which will be followed with speciﬁc
regulations for skill games.
Exemption for fantasy sports operators
With the introduction of the Fantasy Sports
(Exemption) Regulations (FSER) any person who
oﬀers a fantasy sports game which falls within the
deﬁnition as described below may, as from 1 August
2016, legally do so in and from Malta without the
requirement of a licence. The deﬁning elements of
the game are:
1. It must be a contest played for money or
money’s worth
2. The winning outcome is predominantly
determined through the skill or knowledge of
the player
3. The result is determined by the accumulation
of statistical results of the performance of a
number of individuals in sporting events.
Any ﬂavour of sports betting does not fall within
this deﬁnition and hence still requires licensing
from the Malta Gaming Authority (MGA) under the
relevant regime.

Fantasy sports businesses also have the option
of obtaining the MGA’s seal of recognition of the
fantasy sports games under the FSER. This can
be achieved by means of a voluntary notiﬁcation
procedure wherein the operator may opt to be
oﬃcially recognised by the MGA upon compliance
with certain requirements.
The FSER exemption is a temporary arrangement
which will be replaced by a new regulatory
framework, entitled the Skill Games Regulations
(SGR), which was notiﬁed to the European
Commission and should come into force towards
the end of 2016.
Regulation of skill games with prize
Businesses operating in the sphere of skill games
with prize, including fantasy sports, oﬀered by
means of distance communication will ﬁnd that the
SGR are drafted in a manner which is established on
a risk-based approach to licensing compatible with
the nature of such games.
A licence under the SGR will enable a body
corporate to oﬀer skill games with prize in, and,
from Malta, in a regulated manner which gives
players enjoying such services the peace of mind
that they are playing with a regulated and serious
entity.
The licensing process shall ensure that the
people involved in the operation are untainted with
illegality and have the reputation and expertise to
ensure that the business is operated successfully
and in a compliant manner. Furthermore, the MGA
shall also review and establish whether the proposed
games are skill games or games of chance taking
into consideration certain characteristics of the
game.
An operator needs to ensure that player protection
mechanisms are implemented to safeguard all
consumers and must comply with the minimum
requirements established in the SGR, which include
segregation of players’ funds, possibility of player
exclusions and a player complaint system.
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Innovation and incentives
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CPUIMBSHFBOETNBMM UIFSJHIUFOWJSPONFOUUP
NBYJNJTFUIFJSSFTPVSDFTGPSUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUBOE
HSPXUIPGUIFCVTJOFTT
.BMUBPɭFSTTUBSUVQTUIFSFRVJSFEBUNPTQIFSF
BOEMPDBUJPOUPCSJOHUIFJSJOOPWBUJWFJEFBTUPMJGF
5IFJODFOUJWFTBOETDIFNFTBTTJTUOFXCVTJOFTTFT
UPHFUUIFJSJEFBTPɭUIFHSPVOEBOEUIFZBMTPmOE
BUUIFJSEJTQPTBMFYQFSJFODFETUBɭBOEUIFSBOHFPG
TFSWJDFTOFDFTTBSZGPSUIFTFUVQBOETVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
PGUIFCVTJOFTT
#VTJOFTTFTBMSFBEZFTUBCMJTIFEJO.BMUBNBZBMTP
RVBMJGZGPSUIFJODFOUJWFTBOETDIFNFTPɭFSFECZ
.BMUB&OUFSQSJTF5IFZNBZBMTP XJUIUIFJNNJOFOU
JOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIF4(3 BMSFBEZEFEJDBUFSFTPVSDFT
UPJOOPWBUFBOEEJWFSTJGZUIFJSQPSUGPMJPPGHBNFT
CZDSFBUJOHTLJMMHBNFTXJUIQSJ[FUPHJWFUIFNUIF
FEHFUIFZSFRVJSFJOUIJTJOEVTUSZCZNBLJOHUIFJS
XFCTJUFTBOETFSWJDFTNPSFBQQFBMJOHUPEJɭFSFOU
UZQFTPGQMBZFST BTXFMMBTNPSFJOUSJHVJOHUP
DVTUPNFSTXIPBSFBDDVTUPNFEUPUIFQSPEVDUUIBU
JTDVSSFOUMZCFJOHPɭFSFE
Future positioning of Malta and the legislative
structure
5IF'4&3BOE4(3DPOUJOVFUPDPOmSN.BMUBT
QPTJUJPOBTBSFQVUBCMFKVSJTEJDUJPOUIBU
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"LFZPɮDJBMNVTUCFBQQPJOUFE XIPTFSFHVMBUPSZ
SPMFXJMMCFUPQFSTPOBMMZTVQFSWJTFBOEIBWFBDDFTT
UPUIFMJDFOTFEPQFSBUJPO FOTVSFUIFMJDFOTFFT
DPNQMJBODFBOEBDUBTBMJBJTPOCFUXFFOUIFMJDFOTFF
BOEUIF.("
"TLJMMHBNFTMJDFODFJTHSBOUFEGPSBUFSNPGmWF
ZFBSTXIJDINBZCFTVCTFRVFOUMZSFOFXFE

.BMUBPɭFSTTUBSUVQTUIFSFRVJSFE
BUNPTQIFSFBOEMPDBUJPOUPCSJOHUIFJS
JOOPWBUJWFJEFBTUPMJGF
Samuel Gauci | WH Partners
VOEFSTUBOETBOEBEBQUTUPUIFSFHVMBUPSZGSBNFXPSL
BOEFOWJSPONFOUSFRVJSFECZUIFHBNJOHJOEVTUSZ
BOEUIFEJɭFSFOUGBDFUTJUBEPQUT'VSUIFSNPSF 
.BMUBBMSFBEZIBTUIFOFDFTTBSZJOGSBTUSVDUVSFUP
TFSWJDFBOEIPTUUIJTHSPXJOHJOOPWBUJWFHBNJOH
JOEVTUSZPGTLJMMHBNFTHJWFOUIFFYQFSJFODFBOE
LOPXMFEHFHBSOFSFEUISPVHIPVUUIFMBTUEFDBEF
0WFSBOEBCPWFUIFTFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT UIFJODFOUJWFT
BWBJMBCMFJO.BMUBGVSUIFSDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFHSPXUI
PGUIFHBNJOHJOEVTUSZBOEUPUIFJOWFTUNFOUJO
JOOPWBUJPO
8JUIUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIFTFSFHVMBUJPOT 
TLJMMHBNFTPQFSBUPST JODMVEJOHGBOUBTZTQPSUT
PQFSBUPST IBWFBTFSJPVTKVSJTEJDUJPOBOESFHVMBUPS
XIPXJMMSFHVMBUFUIFJSTQFDJmDOFFETJOWJFXPG
UIFEJWFSHFODFTCFUXFFOTVDIPQFSBUJPOTBOEUIBU
PGPQFSBUPSTPGHBNFTPGDIBODF5IFSFHVMBUJPOT
BSFBMTPFOTVSJOHUIFQSPUFDUJPOPGQMBZFSTXIJDI
HJWFUIFMJDFOTFEPQFSBUPSTBTUBNQPGBQQSPWBMPG
DPNQMJBODFBOEQSPGFTTJPOBMJTN UIFFOESFTVMU
CFJOHUIBUQMBZFSTBSFHJWFOBTFDVSFFOWJSPONFOUUP
FOKPZUIFTFHBNFT
#ZNFBOTPGUIFTFSFHVMBUJPOTUIFMFHJTMBUPS
BOEUIF.("BSFBMTPHJWJOHBOJOEJDBUJPOPGUIF
MFHJTMBUJWFBQQSPBDIXIJDIJTUPCFFYQFDUFEJOUIF
MFHJTMBUJWFPWFSIBVMXIFSFCZBNPSFSJTLCBTFE
BQQSPBDIXJMMCFBEPQUFEBOEJNQMFNFOUFEBMMPXJOH
GPSJOOPWBUJPO)PXFWFS CBTFEPOBOEFOTVSJOH
TFSJPVTOFTTBOEDPNQMJBODFXJUIGVOEBNFOUBM
SFRVJSFNFOUTX
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XChief marketing
and business
development oﬃcer
XBMIT
Jack Mizzi is responsible
for marketing and new
business initiatives at
BMIT, Malta’s largest
data centre, cloud and
managed IT provider.
He has a long career
in telecoms and
broadband services,
and has also developed
and managed TV and
mobile initiatives for
one of Malta’s leading
communication
companies. Jack
is a graduate in
Management and
Public Policy from the
University of Malta
and holds an MSc in
Marketing from the
University of Leicester.

A resilient foundation for
egaming operators
Jack Mizzi of BMIT examines how their
company is primed to steer operators
through uncertain waters

B

MIT has been in operation for around 15
years, initially having been set up to provide
data centre services in Malta. BMIT’s key value
proposition to its customers is to give them peace
of mind by providing a secure, reliable and resilient
environment for them to run their IT systems.
Additionally, it is paramount to ensure that these
are always on and always available while also
being accessible anytime and from anywhere. This
proposition is fundamental to any online business
and is particularly true for an egaming operator who
needs to ensure that its gaming platform is not only
always accessible to its players but also provides
them with an enjoyable gaming experience.
An evolving portfolio
During the past four years the company has evolved
from a co-location provider to a fully ﬂedged IT
service provider, supplying a full range of data
centre services, as well as public, private and
hybrid cloud and managed IT services. The latest
additions the portfolio now also allow BMIT to oﬀer
IT services onsite, at customer premises, and not
just within its data centres. Whether using internal
resources, or partnering with associated companies
or some of the world’s largest IT providers, BMIT are
able to deliver a one-stop shop to provide solutions
which span across all customer IT requirements.
As a result, BMIT has established itself as one of
the key service providers for the industry in Malta
throughout the years, and today provides its services
to a large number of egaming customers. These
include many of the leading operators, and this
gives us a strong understanding of their needs, not
just from a technology perspective but also when it
comes to business and regulatory requirements.

A sound infrastructure
BMIT’s two data centre facilities in Malta,
operating on a 24/7 basis, make it the largest
provider of data centre services on the island
and more recently, the company has extended its
presence in Germany and Italy, namely with points
of presence in Frankfurt and Milan. To meet the
evolving requirements of its egaming customers,
all of BMIT’s sites are ISO-27001 and PCI-DSS
compliant and interconnected with its own 40Gbps
private network, linking up all the BMIT data
centres through diﬀerent routes and employing
various carriers and service providers – in this way,
eliminating single points of failure throughout.
It also protects its customers from web attacks,
through its multi-tiered Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) protection and mitigation set-up.
Co-locating your operations
Co-location remains one of BMIT’s leading product
oﬀerings, relieving egaming operators from the
hassle of having to expand internally through
additional staﬀ, additional power and more
equipment, not to mention the room to house
said hardware by keeping their servers or other
storage and network connectivity systems within a
separate data centre.
Apart from increasing their systems’ resiliency,
most companies ﬁnd that co-location allows
them to drive down the cost of their overall IT
infrastructure. Co-location provides the advantage
of a much more predictable op-ex model rather
than having to deal with the ever-increasing capital
expenses of building, securing and maintaining
your own data centre as power and cooling needs
expand. Rather than invest in crucial backup
generators, security systems and paying the
ongoing expenses associated with this hardware,
co-location lets you control an ideal data centre
environment that is scalable to your business’
changing needs.
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Moving to the cloud
Apart from being the leading hosting and co-lo
provider in Malta, BMIT also provide a range
of public, on-demand cloud services as well as
private and hybrid cloud solutions as part of their
portfolio. For customers
requiring full control
BMIT has
over their data in terms
throughout the
years established
of location and data
itself as one of
retention, BMIT oﬀers
the key service
its own range of cloud
providers for the
services, including cloud
industry in Malta
and today provides computing, hosted mail
and cloud backups.
its services to a
Additionally, as
large number of
egaming customers Malta’s only Microsoft
cloud service provider,
Jack Mizzi | BMIT
BMIT oﬀers the full
Microsoft Oﬃce 365
range of services, including mail, Oﬃce online and
related services, all in a ﬂexible and cost-eﬀective
manner.
From the data centre to your offices
BMIT’s managed IT services range was developed
speciﬁcally to assist operators in running their
services more eﬃciently. In cases where the
operator has their own IT team, BMIT’s role is
usually to supplement their eﬀorts and assist them

in their support function. Other operators opt to
outsource all IT support, in which case the role
shifts to one ensuring a round-the-clock upkeep
of the systems, as well as providing advice on best
practice. BMIT’s expert technical team monitors
all systems, network and infrastructure 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, as well as providing additional
managed services including infrastructure
management, system administration and database
management. It also provides onsite IT support
for a wide range of services. A key advantage of
outsourcing is the ability for the business to focus
on what it does best and let third parties handle
certain operational aspects. Other advantages are:
•
An organisation and its staﬀ can
increase their interactivity with other IT
organisations, and therefore develop bestof–breed solutions
•
Enhanced eﬃciency
•
Credibility with stakeholders and regulators
is further developed
So, do you think your gaming operation stands to
beneﬁt from any of the mentioned advantages and
being located in Malta, Milan or Frankfurt with an
exclusive 40Gbps network?
Contact BMIT today; we’d love to help your
business move forward and save costs in the long
run. X
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Accepting change
Phill Brear
XHead of gambling
and regulation
XGovernment of
Gibraltar
Phill Brear was
appointed as head of
gambling regulation
for Gibraltar in 2007
and Gibraltar gambling
commissioner in 2011.
Phill has steered through
a series of changes to
Gibraltar’s regulatory
regime, working closely
with operators and their
representatives on a
range of operational and
organisational changes.
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Phill Brear of government of Gibraltar
speaks to EGR Intel about the future of
Gibraltar and the market
EGR Intel: What impact has Brexit had on the egaming
industry? And, in particular, on Gibraltar?
Phill Brear (PB): On the surface, nothing, there
really is a ‘business as usual’ attitude across the
industry with decisions that were being delayed
until the referendum now being rolled out as if it
hadn’t taken place; employment continues to rise,
we are still receiving and processing new licensing
enquiries and new oﬃces are being built, as well as
long leases being signed. I have no doubt that below
the surface every company now has a ‘Brexit options
team’ of some shape monitoring developments and
examining ‘what if’ scenarios. Likewise, external
consultants and advisors will be doing the same,
which is good and prudent management.
EGR Intel: How is Gibraltar prepared to cope with postBrexit fallout now that a provisional date for invoking Article
50 has been outlined?
PB: We aren’t going to know what the nature of the
Brexit will be for at least another 12-18 months,
that is, if there is a true Brexit at all, as I don’t rule
out the complexities of European politics. In that I
include the UK ﬁnding a way of squaring this very
disruptive circle, and as we are seeing in Gibraltar
now – ‘business as usual’ being the outcome for the
main parts of the UK’s relationship with Europe,
while some of the sharp edges that have created this
tension are smoothed oﬀ in some way. You can be
sure that neither the EU nor the UK wants to extend
the economic diﬃculties of the last decade into the
next, let alone make them worse, so a ‘Fixit’ will
be found. There are also some signiﬁcant hurdles
in the UK for the Brexit process to clear, both the
courts and houses of parliament are likely to have a
say in at what pace and direction Brexit moves.
EGR Intel: What have been the key developments in
Gibraltar over the past 12 months?
PB: In Gibraltar we have seen constant, managed

growth, attracting all but a handful of the biggest
and strongest brands to establish and operate from
here. No short-cuts, no half measures, no ‘ﬂy by
night’ chancers, just steady, responsible gambling
companies deepening their roots in Gibraltar.
EGR Intel: You plan to take on a new role next year, what will
it encompass?
PB: I am now in my tenth year as head of regulation
and I have doubled up as gambling commissioner
for ﬁve years. We are reviewing the Gambling Act
and the landscape is constantly changing, so we
need some new and fresh thinking, someone with a
genuine longer term view than I can oﬀer. We want
to ensure continuity and forward thinking, so I
expect to be part of the team during 2017 but seeing
others run with the ball. I am not walking away, I
have put too much into this to do that.
EGR Intel: How will the egaming industry look in 12-24
months? What trends will be of the most signiﬁcance?
PB: This depends on which side of the operation
you sit. I think consumers are going to see a
ﬂattening out of the nature of what is on oﬀer.
Innovation is being eclipsed by saturation, even the
best new ideas struggle to get traction because of
the amount of noise in the industry. I don’t believe
we will see DFS as anything other than a side game
because DFS prospers only where real betting isn’t
permitted; like social gaming, it has a place, but it
won’t displace the core products. On the industry
side, the wave of M&A will eventually settle into a
new model, there will be a smaller number of very
large operators, that is self-evident, but that creates
space for the bespoke and specialist providers to
create niche markets until they in turn are bought
by the biggest players. The process then starts again
but with fewer providers in each category until
very few large operators are swallowing up very few
small operators. The ever-increasing duplication
of regulation and taxation will also drive this
consolidation, making the scale of operations ever
more important, although, alternatively, more
diﬃcult for new entrants.X
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A comprehensive suite of
managed hosting solutions
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Co-location Services

•

Global Private Network

•

Secure Networks

•

DDoS Mitigation

•

Managed Services

•

Cloud Backup

•

Cloud Connect
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•
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Professional Services
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eGaming’s award winning
multi-jurisdictional hosting solution

